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Topic  

The good teacher 

Working Thesis Statement 

Because Mr. Miyagi, Dr. Gregory, and Señora Keyes are all drill sergeants, they qualify as good 

teachers. 

Outline 

I.  Mr. Miyagi, from The Karate Kid, is the first example of a good teacher/ drill sergeant. 

A.  Mr. Miyagi’s first drill-sergeant characteristic is that he makes Daniel agree to do whatever 

Mr. Miyagi says. 

B.  Then, Mr. Miyagi makes Daniel do seemingly unreasonable things. 

1.  Daniel has to wash and wax all of Mr. Miyagi’s many cars. 

2.  Next, Daniel must sand the large wooden deck in Mr. Miyagi’s backyard. 

3.  Third, Daniel has to paint the fence surrounding Mr. Miyagi’s house. 

4.  Finally, Daniel has to paint the house itself. 

C.  Accompanying these jobs are weird instructions:  “Wax on, right hand; Wax off, left hand.” 

D.  When Daniel gets upset (because he doesn’t think he’s learning karate), Mr. Miyagi shows him 

that all of these chores were actually karate defense techniques. 

E.  Because Mr. Miyagi is so demanding, Daniel really learns. 

F.  An additional lesson is that students do not have full enough understanding of the subject that 

they’re learning to question the methods of their teachers. 

II.  Dr. Gregory, my Anatomy and Physiology teacher, is the second example of a drill sergeant who is 

also a good teacher. 



A.  Because Dr. Gregory was also a ballet teacher, she thought her biology students should 

demonstrate the same grace and precision as her dance students did. 

B.  She always overloaded us with homework. 

C.  She regularly drilled her biology students, and if our “performance” did not meet her 

standards, her fury would descend on us. 

D.  She had no patience for our nervousness. 

E.  She made us wear shoes to class (something that we didn’t want to do, especially in the spring 

when the weather warmed up). 

F.  So demanding, so frightening was Dr. Gregory that some students gave up their dreams of 

becoming doctors and changed their majors. 

G.  Those of us who stuck it out, however, got a first-rate understanding of the human body and 

never worried about pleasing anyone in our futures (because no one could be harder to please 

than Dr. Gregory). 

III.  Señora Keyes, my first Spanish teacher, was a nice drill sergeant, though a drill sergeant 

nonetheless. 

A.  Because she knew that all students new to a second language did not want to appear foolish, 

she made sure that we did exactly what we didn’t want to do—speak. 

B.  We always had to practice our new language, even when we didn’t want to. 

1.  Sometimes words were difficult to pronounce, especially if they had a rr in them. 

2.  Looking down into our laps never helped us escape the daily contributions Señora Keyes 

expected us to make in class. 

3.  When we happened to meet Señora Keyes in the hallway, we got grilled in Spanish again, 

even though we weren’t in class. 

C.  All of the practice did help, though, because we could speak Spanish a little bit better by the 

end of the semester. 


